The shadowlands of MDS: idiopathic cytopenias of undetermined significance (ICUS) and clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP).
The WHO classification provides the best diagnostic approach to myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS). However, biologic and analytic limitations have emerged in the criteria currently adopted to establish the diagnosis and to classify MDS. The provisional category of idiopathic cytopenia of undetermined significance (ICUS) has been proposed to describe patients in whom MDS is possible but not proven. To formulate a diagnosis of ICUS, a thorough diagnostic work-up is required and repeated tests should be performed to reach a conclusive diagnosis. Recent studies provided consistent evidence of age-related hematopoietic clones (clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential; CHIP), driven by mutations of genes that are recurrently mutated in myeloid neoplasms and associated with increase in the risk of hematologic cancer. A subset of mutated genes, mainly involved in epigenetic regulation, are likely initiating lesions driving the expansion of a premalignant clone. However, in a fraction of subjects the detected clone may be a small malignant clone expanding under the drive of the detected and additional undetected mutations. In addition, several experimental evidences suggest the potential relevance of an abnormal bone marrow environment in the selection and evolution of hematopoietic clones in MDS. The spreading of massively parallel sequencing techniques is offering translational opportunities in the clinical approach to myeloid neoplasms. Although several issues remain to be clarified, targeted gene sequencing may be of potential value in the dissection between clonal myelodysplasia, nonclonal cytopenia, and clonal hematopoiesis arising upon aging or in the context of acquired marrow failure.